End User Privacy Policy

ALINEAN is committed to protecting your privacy. ALINEAN knows that you care how information about you is used
and shared, and appreciates your trust. This ALINEAN Statement of Privacy applies to, and governs data collection and
usage for all ALINEAN applications, sites and services. By using ALINEAN applications / visiting ALINEAN domains,
you are accepting the practices described in this Privacy Notice.
What this Privacy Policy Covers
This Privacy Policy covers ALINEAN’S treatment of information that ALINEAN collects when you using either ALINEAN’s applications or services. This policy also covers ALINEAN’s treatment of all personally identifiable information.
This policy does not apply to the practices of companies that ALINEAN does not own or control that may be accessible
from ALINEAN web sites, or to people that ALINEAN does not directly employ or manage.
Information You Give Us
Registration Information: Some of the features require registration before you can use them. If you register to use the
application / site, you choose to provide us with certain personal information such as your name, address, e-mail address and telephone number and agree to the Terms and Conditions governing this site.
Service & Transaction Information: When you use a password or a similar identifier to access the site, ALINEAN will
recognize your identifier and may collect various categories of information about you such as information you give us,
data related to your use of the application / site and its services, and information about your transactions, interactions,
and communications with us.
For administrative purposes, ALINEAN will from time to time, communicate with you via e-mail. E-mail is used to reset
passwords or inform you of system events and status.
Automatic Information
Alinean receives and store certain types of information from applications / web server logs whenever you login. Examples of the information collected and analyzed include the Internet protocol (IP) address used to connect your computer to the Internet; login; e-mail address; password; computer and connection information such as browser type and
version, operating system, and platform; the full Uniform Resource Locators (URL) click stream to, through, and from
our web site, including date and time; cookie number; products you viewed or searched for.
ALINEAN sometimes uses cookies and storage when you access ALINEAN applications and sites. You have the ability
to accept or decline cookies and storage requests through settings in your web browser. If you choose to decline cookies or storage requests, you will not be able to fully experience the interactive features of the ALINEAN applications or
web sites you visit.
What does ALINEAN do with the Information it receives?
ALINEAN uses information to authenticate your access, identify your unique experience, customize the content you
see and to fulfill support requests for certain products and services.

How Secure Is Information I Provide?
ALINEAN secures your personal information from unauthorized access, use or disclosure. ALINEAN secures the personally
identifiable information you provide on computer servers in a controlled, secure environment, protected from unauthorized
access, use or disclosure. Your ALINEAN Account Information is password-protected for your privacy and security and the
most sensitive information such passwords are stored using modern encryption techniques. ALINEAN protects the security
of your information during transmission by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) software, which encrypts all information that
you input.
All security features are useless without due diligence on the part of you the end user. Be sure to close your application /
web browser after logging off ALINEAN applications / web sites and choose passwords that combine letters and numbers.
Additional Questions
Should you have further questions about this policy, please contact ALINEAN directly at info@alinean.com.

